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The Duo dry carpet-cleaning system

SEBO offer a complete carpet care solution. 
The vacuum cleaners remove loose and dry 
matter. For soiling and stains, we provide the 
Duo system. Cleaning without using water, it 
is effective and avoids wet cleaning problems 
such as carpet shrinkage, adhesive damage, 
odours and long ‘area out of use’ periods due 
to lengthy drying times.

The Duo brushing machine features twin 
contra-rotating brushes which open up the 
carpet pile and work the duo•P carpet cleaning 
powder deep into the pile and around every 
fibre. duo•P carpet cleaning powder consists of 
thousands of micro-sponges which contain safe 
solvent for greasy soiling, a neutral shampoo 
for non-greasy soiling and an anti-resoilant to 
delay re-soiling.

As the powder is brushed through the carpet 
it absorbs soilage leaving the carpet clean, 
soft and fresh. When vacuumed away, the 
carpet is ready for immediate use. duo•P also 
has antibacterial properties and is proven to 
eradicate dust mites.

SEBO Clean Box contains 500gm of duo•P and 
is the ideal spot cleaner.

Before cleaning After cleaning

Effective brush action

With the doppel, two standard Duo 
machines can be linked together to 

create a 70cm (28”) machine

The lid of the duo•P powder box 
doubles as an easy to use brush
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SEBO DART a true professional SEBO DART product range

SEBO DART 1

› Base width 31cm

› Weight 6.7kg

› 3-layer filterbag

› S-Class filtration

› Cleaning range 10.5m

SEBO DART UHS

› Width 30cm

› Weight 3.9kg

› Speed 2000 U/min

SEBO DART 2

› Base width 37cm

› Weight 6.9kg

› 3-layer filterbag

› S-Class filtration

› Cleaning range 10.5m

SEBO DART 3

› Base width 30cm

› 3-layer filterbag

› S-Class filtration

› Cleaning range 10.5m

Features

›  Twin motor: Separate suction and  
brush motors

› ‘Flex’ neck for manoeuvrability

› On-board hose

› Crevice nozzle

› 4-level height adjustment

› Auto shut off, if brush jammed

› S-Class filtration

› Interchangeable floor heads 

Benefits

› Highly manoeuvrable

› Light and easy to use

› Flat to the floor design

> Ultra hygienic

> Easy brush change and unblocking

> Highly versatile

Made in Germany, SEBO vacuum cleaners are renowned for 
their reliability, durability and outstanding performance.

The DART range offers professional performance in a 
lightweight, versatile and easy to manoeuvre machine.

SEBO DART range at a glance:

Full specifications can be found at www.sebo.co.uk



SEBO DART versatility

Flex Neck
 The ‘Flex’ neck of the 
DART gives 90° vertical 
and 180° horizontal 
movement, providing 
superb manoeuvrability 
for fast cleaning around 
obstacles.

Flat to the floor design
The 15cm height when flat 
enables the DART to clean 
under furniture and other 
hard to reach places.

Easy and hygienic bag change
The bag drops easily into position and 
is firmly fixed in place when the cover 
is closed. The sealing cap ensures that 
all dirt and dust is safely secured when 
handling the bag.

Easy brush change
No tools are required to remove the 
cassette style brush roller making 
cleaning or replacement easy. The 
double helix design of the brush 
also gives superb brush action.

Air filtration – Design and function as one
S-Class filtration provides the DART an 
advanced filtration system in a distinctive 
appearance. The large surface area of the 
exhaust filter diffuses the airflow and also 
absorbs motor noise.

SEBO DART Filtration – All round clean air 

Indoor air quality is important for people and for 
equipment. The right vacuum cleaner is essential 
to achieve this. The DART comes as standard 
with a 3-stage filtration system of proven 
effectiveness. 

Certified Filtration Quality
The S-Class filtration system meets the 
demanding requirements of asthma 
and allergy sufferers, because fine dust 
particles are firmly retained inside in the 
machine and not released into the air.

Three stages of filter clean the air  
before it is exhausted:

(A)  Stage one consists of the sealable 
3-layer filter bag. This effectively 
retains bacteria, allergens and other 
potentially harmful substances for 
safe disposal.

(B)  The second stage is the motor filter, 
positioned underneath the filter bag 
which also protects the motor.

(C)  The final filter is made of 
electrostatic material. With a huge 
surface area of 1648cm2, it captures 
even the finest particles to ensure 
the exhaust air is clean and pure. 

Quick release cable
 The quick-release cable 
hook is designed to be flush 
with the rear of the DART, 
letting the machine go as 
low as possible for under 
furniture cleaning. A 10m 
cable length allows for an 
extensive cleaning range.

 Detachable suction unit
When detached from the power head 
the DART transforms itself into a 
lightweight, powerful suction machine 
which can be carried around with its 
comfortable carrying handle.*

*  The illustrated dusting brush is an optional extra.



Brilliant performance without chemicals or water

The SEBO DART UHS (Ultra High Speed) polisher gives you a superb and hygienically smooth 
gloss finish, without the use of chemicals or water. This has been achieved by using diamond 
pad technology, ultra high speed and a patented automatic pad adjustment system that sets 
the pad to the correct height for the floor surface. Using the DART polisher with diamond 
pads eliminates the health and safety hazard of wet floors and saves the time and cost of 
applying chemical treatments.

Vacuums and polishes at the same time

The DART polisher is also a vacuum cleaner so it performs two roles in one, making it highly 
productive. Dust and foot borne soiling are removed during the polishing process whilst the 
S-Class certified filtration ensures even microscopic particles are prevented from entering 
the indoor air. As easy to use as an upright vacuum cleaner, the DART polisher has been 
designed so that anyone can use it.

Easy movement
›  Castors with 360° rotation allow easy movement
›  Soft-coated wheels ensure a scratch-free floor
›  The flexible neck gives exceptional manoeuvrability

User friendly design
›  Thoughtful details 

such as the removable 
transparent suction 
channel make it an easy 
machine to maintain

The diamond effect

The SEBO DART UHS diamond pads create a gloss effect without using water or chemicals.  
Surface imperfections are removed resulting in a shiny, smooth surface which is easier to keep 
clean and which reduces the surface area available for bacteria, etc, to live on. Other machines 
using diamond pads require water to control friction and dust. With the DART polisher, dust is 
removed by the vacuum, whilst friction is controlled by the automatic pad adjustment system. 
Because the DART system is liquid-free, there is no damp which can encourage the growth of 
micro-organisms, no need to seal off an area for cleaning, no trip hazard and you can 
concentrate on just doing high traffic areas.

SEBO DART Ultra High Speed Polisher

Innovative technology for perfect results
›  Diamond coated pads
›  Patented quick-release system
›  Patented pad design ensures even polishing 

and action across the pad

Automatic floor adjustment
›  A patented torque sensor automatically adjusts 

the pad height to the floor surface to achieve 
optimum performance. By maintaining the pad 
at the correct height, the sensor system protects 
the floor and extends pad life to approximately 
400-600 hours of use

›  If the pad strays onto a highly resistant surface, 
such as carpet, it will automatically lift to 
prevent damage and harm to the user

Wall and furniture protection
›   Soft bumpers protect both 

furniture and walls

MAN MADE NATURAL STONEWOOD

SEBO pad technology

There are three grades of diamond pad available to enable 
the restoration and maintenance of commercial hard 
floors. A blue non-diamond pad is also available.Δ

* Optional   **Standard 
Δ   Caution. Please check suitability of using a polisher with flooring supplier.  

Always test on an inconspicuous area first.

Blue pad*
The blue pad is a standard non-diamond type 
for use with chemical floor finishes

Green diamond pad**
The green pad is for daily/regular maintenance 
of commercial hard floor

Red and yellow diamond pads (come as a set)*  
The red pad is for the preparation of a floor in poor condition.
The yellow pad is intermediate and is used after the red pad 
to restore a gloss finish


